**OWG 8-2 Financial Aid Approved Recommendations**

1. Recommends that we use the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy used by GASOU in the new university.

2. Recommends that, given the $A + B = A$ model for BANNER that the financial aid office will use the processes that GASOU has for loading ISIR records and assigning students to tracking, budgeting, and awarding groups.

3. Recommends that we have a comprehensive communication plan for announcing to the ARM students that they complete the 2018-19 FAFSA by putting both federal OPE ID numbers in the section of the FAFSA that designates schools to receive their information.

4. Recommends that GASOU retain the current OPE ID number designated by the Department of Education as 00157200 and that the campuses of ARM and Hinesville be designated as additional locations on our Program Participation Agreement (PPA) with the Department of Education.